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Arthur, the creator of the brand a.bsolument, is 
passionate about music, new technologies and vintage. 

Back in 2011, my father offered me my grandfather’s 
radio : as a child, I used to spend my time playing 
around with this object, loaded with history. I instantly 
fell in love with it and told my father : “Dad, I know 
you’re good with electronics, I want to connect my 
iPhone to this radio, is there anything you can do?”

Of course, the challenge was immediately accepted 
and met. I hooked up my iPhone, opened my music app 
and...
That’s where it all began. 

“Before throwing myself into this adventure, I sought 
to develop my product to make sure it would live up 
to modern acoustics requirements. I wanted to ensure 
that I could obtain supplies and produce well enough 
and quickly enough. Once all those elements were 
gathered, it was time to start exploring this brand 
new market. I am proud to be the first one to dive into 
this journey, to have an exceptional team and to have 
turned our brand into a reference in the field. What 
amazes me most is how people from all around the 
globe fall for our radios and order them!”. 
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a.bsolument : this name was chosen in order to 
represent a French brand. The “A” stands for the name of 

its creator as well as the names of his brothers and sisters. 

It also embodies a strong value : showing that nothing 
is impossible. Its creator’s optimism allowed him to put 

together a bold project : mixing the authenticity of a noble 
item with modernity since 2011.

A.bsolument radios require many hours of work. Indeed, a 
new audio system is installed. 

Power amplifier 50W, speaker, 4.0 APTX Bluetooth system 
combining sound quality and energy saving, as well as 
a jack connectivity, very convenient to connect an old 

iPod or a vinyl record player, or simply the A.bsolument 
autonomous FM module. 

This adaptation to new technologies allows us to put 
forward a product that lives up to current expectations 

while preserving the charisma of a vintage object.
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.the brand



Since 2011, A.bsolument has proved itself as the leading brand when it comes to installing 
new technologies in authentic vintage radios. Often challenged, but never matched thanks 

to its experience and partnerships with big audio brands such as Focal or Schneider. 

This young French brand’s clever idea is to save vintage Art Deco style radios and offer 
them a new life to the rhythm of new technologies. 

Thanks to those new technologies, they can share music via Bluetooth from a computer, a 
smartphone or a tablet on an unusual, unique and outstanding object, History with a big 

H 

They are meant to dazzle, inspire and seduce. 

So that you can dazzle, inspire and seduce your entourage as well.
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Back to the 
future





The encounter between Focal and A.bsolument was bound to happen, those two brands from the region Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes share the same 
passions.

On one side : Focal, famous French brand, international leader in the making of high-fidelity solutions. Its “made in France” expertise has been 
renowned for almost 40 years.

On the other side : A.bsolument, the very first brand in the world to provide a service of vintage radios modernization. It has also been the 
leader in this field since 2015. 

Upgrading a radio requires various elements : an audio power amplifier, micro components, but above all, a speaker. 

It’s for this last element that A.bsolument chose Focal : “Both our brands, based in Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, share a high number of values”. 

They support a French expertise, an impeccable quality of sustainable and artisanal design and conception, an immense passion for music and 
the goal to always raise the bar to satisfy their clients as best they can. 

“It was obvious our savoir-faire would cross paths one day”. 

During Arthur’s first encounter with Focal’s commercial management, there was still a long way to go. 

“Focal suggested many changes, norms, selected components, manufacturing process… Simply put, we needed to structure our company 
before we could aspire to a partnership with Focal.”

In September 2018 Focal gave us its approval and its label “Focal Inside”. 

“Focal Inside” means that all of our modernized radios are equipped with Focal speakers. It is a real asset for the credibility of our work but 
mostly for the sound quality provided to our radios.
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.transistor 70’s
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.bluetooth 4.0 aptX : the best bluetooth retranscription in the world. 

.play/pause, next/previous and volume +/- commands directly on the radio

.original speaker.

.power amplifier : D class, 5W power. 

.rechargeable battery : 10h autonomy. 

.2-year guarantee for more serenity. 

Pic-nic in style



.bluetooth 4.0 aptX : the best bluetooth retranscription in the world. 

.autonomous FM feature to listen to your favorite radio stations without needing a 
smartphone. 

.3.5 mm jack input to connect an old iPhone, record player, TV…

.2-way 120 W speaker

.power amplifier 50W to recreate the tube amp sound while enjoying modern dynamism. 

.backlighting of the dial : to respect the aesthetic of the radio, we reintegrate backlighting 
bulbs on the frame on which appear old radio stations. 

.original volume control to travel in time with every volume change. 

.2-year guarantee for more serenity. 
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In a chic living-room

.radio 30 - 60’s
Powered by







.bluetooth 4.0 aptX : the best bluetooth retranscription in the world. 

.autonomous FM feature to listen to your favorite radio stations without needing a 
smartphone. 

.original tape player completely operational. 

.RCA input to connect an old iPod, a record player, a TV…

.original speakers. 

.original power amplifier. 

.rechargeable battery : 10h autonomy. 

.2-year guarantee for more serenity. 
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Carry it on your 
shoulder

.ghettoblaster 80’s



Simultaneous broadcast
on all your radios



.multiroom an vocal assistant
We often work with restoration and hospitality 
professionals who need to set up sound within wide 
spaces and sometimes various rooms. 

To meet their demands, we have decided to provide our 
radios with a multiroom Wi-fi connection so as to be able 
to share simultaneously the same music on each of the 
A.bsolument radios with a global or independant control 
of the volume. 

Of course, this solution is also available for your house 
or apartment.

Since 2018, you can connect a Google assistant or Alexa 
via Bluetooth directly on your A.bsolument radio. 
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      absolument_bluetooth_radios
460 posts 6340 followers 
Bluetooth on Grandma’s radio !
Made in France since 2013



Put
uniqueness first

Fall

in love



Le Bon Marché  x  A.bsolumenT

Designed in a contemporary spirit as a breeding ground 
for creativity, Le Bon Marché is a place to live as well as 
a place to sell. Its spaces convey its take on trends and 
set out an unprecedented art de vivre. 

Combining art to trends, design to beauty and 
gastronomy, this store cultivates its very own identity. 

Le Bon Marché serves as a place of exhibition and 
discovery where talent, curiosity, love of beauty and 
sense of exploration bloom. 

15 000 clients visit Le Bon Marché every day. 

Some of the most prestigious luxury brands can be found 
there, from Louis Vuitton to Rolex. Original editions and 
limited editions are selected among the best objects of 
the world. 

By offering a selection of radios in this creative universe, 
A.bsolument is now also a part of the iconic image of Le 
Bon Marché.

Quality products, with the promise of a unique history, 
the radios now sit in the Galerie du Son, waiting to 
seduce their future owner.

« Worldwide reputation »
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.resellers
PARIS
Le Bon Marché - Paris 7
Galeries Lafayette - Paris 9
Le BHV Maris - Paris 4
Paul Marius - Paris 6
Persona Grata - Paris 2
Retrofutur - Paris 11
My Discoveries - St Ouen

LYON
Heureux comme un Prince - Lyon 2
Benoît Guyot - Lyon 2
La boutique d’Eric
Royal Racer
Smart

CLERMONT-FD
Bensimon Home autour du monde
Inside Urban
SmartOne
Paul Marius

MARSEILLE
Paul Marius
Becbunzen

ANNECY
Boutik’Hotel
Paul Marius

BORDEAUX
We Are Nothing

TOULOUSE
Bobine concept store

LA ROCHELLE
Pourquoi pas

TOURS
Gustave concept store

AIX-EN-PROVENCE
Paul Marius

TOURCOING
Villa Paula

HONGKONG
Museum Concept - HK

QATAR
Luxury Signature - Doha

SUISSE
Jelmoli - Zürich

PORTUGAL
Le Consulat - Lisbonne

BELGIQUE
Mediashop - Tournai
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Contact
a-bsolument.fr

contact@a-bsolument.fr

Press : info@chainetrame.com
+33 1 44 61 91 71

#radioabsolument


